Tests for heritable genetic damage and for evidence of gonadal exposure in mammals.
Tests for the induction of genetic damage in mammalian germ cells provide the data needed for human genetic risk assessment and are used as standards for judging the ability of shorter-term tests to predict genetic hazard. In this review, 15 mammalian germ-cell tests and their variants are described. These tests are of two general types: (a) those designed to detect certain classes of genetic damage (gene mutations, chromosome breakage and/or rearrangement, and chromosome mis-segregation), regardless of whether or not the endpoint scored has any significance to human health, and (b) those designed to detect phenotypes that have human health implications, while the nature of the genetic damage is not usually known. Exposure to a mutagenic agent presents no genetic hazard if the chemical or its metabolites fail to reach the reproductive cells. Tests for gonadal exposure are, therefore, important, as preliminaries or components of studies on germ-cell mutagenicity. Seven of these tests and their variants are briefly described in the second part of the paper.